
    Introduction: Greets student by name



    Introduction: Welcomes student to Yup

    A1: Determine starting point

    A1: Determine student's level of understanding



Note: This would be best phrased as "I appreciate your participation..." or "I would appreciate..."

    C2: Positive language

    C2: Encouraging words / punctuation

    C3: Invite student input

   C1: Adapt to student's preferred approach

   B2: Explain approach and rational upfront

   A1: Probe the student’s understanding of concepts

   B2: Tutor leads student towards the most straight-forward approach 

   B2: Tutor builds on student's thoughts

   B2: Tutor builds on student's thoughts

Note: This would be best phrased as "...prefer to divide by 5" or "...prefer dividing by 5"



   C3: Encourage student to take the next step

   C3: Invite student input

   C2: Encouraging words / punctuation

   C2: Positive language

   C3: Asks student to explain their answer/justify their thought process

   C3: Encourage student to take step independently



B2: Expands on student input / C1: Addresses student's question

   B2: Demonstrate concept using similar example

B2/C1: Adapts explanation to student's question

   C2: Encouraging language

Note: Here the student may have been asking about the actual step in

which the GCF is determined, after prime factorization. It may have been

helpful for the tutor to address multiplying the common prime factors

to arrive at 15 as this isn't clear in the student's work.

Note: This would be best phrased as "... have to keep simplifying until..." or "...have to simplify until..." 



   C2: Encouraging words

   C2: Motivates student with encouraging language

   C3: Invite student input

Note: The student's teacher may have been looking for this answer
if the expected approach was using equivalent fractions to find a
rational number between 13/15 and 14/15. 

   C2: Motivates student with encouraging language

   C1: Check with the student to ensure understanding

   B2: Directs discussion back to final answer /
      C3: Encourages student input



   C3: Invite student to proceed independently

   C2: Positive language

   B2: Provide rationale behind step

   C2: Encouraging words

   C3: Encourage student to take the first step

   A1: Determine starting point / probe student's level of understanding

   Tutor checks to see if student needs more help

   C1: Check with the student to ensure understanding



   C1: Check with the student to ensure understanding

   B2: Presents a similar example to demonstrate concept

   C2: Reassuring language

   C1: Tutor redirects student's mistake without causing stress

   C3: Encourage student to take the next step

   C2: Encouraging words

   B2: Break down step/C1: Adapt to student's knowledge gap

   B2: Uploads helpful information to supplement explanation

   C2: Acknowledge student's mistake without causing stress

   C1/C3: Tutor clarifies error without giving too much away



   C1: Check with the student to ensure understanding

   C2: Encouraging words

   B2: Uploads their step to help the student visualize the problem and follow along

(Note: While we discourage tutors from ending a sessions early unless entirely necessary, the tutor handled this appropriately
by waiting until a sound conclusion was reached before politely informing the student that they needed to leave.)


